
Name: ___________________

   Where's Tiger?
By Guy Belleranti

Nick visited his little cousin Brandon.

Brandon tugged Nick's arm.  “Come

see my kitty.  I named him Tiger.”

“Great name,” Nick said.

Brandon opened his bedroom door

and looked around.  “Hmm.  Where is

Tiger?”

“Maybe he crawled under your bed,”

Nick said. 

“No,” Brandon said.  “Tiger doesn’t crawl.”

“Maybe he ran into your closet,” Nick said. 

 “No,” Brandon said. “Tiger doesn’t run.”

“Then we’ll call him,” Nick said.  “Come, Tiger.  Meow. 

Meeeeowwww.” 

Brandon laughed.  “Those are good calls, but Tiger doesn’t 

come.”

Nick sighed.  “If Tiger doesn’t crawl, run, or come what does   

he do?”
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“He reads,” Brandon said.

“Reads?”

“Yes!  Now I remember where he is!” Brandon pulled back the 

blanket on his bed. “See.  He has my book.”

Nick stared. “Now I know why Tiger doesn’t crawl, run, or 

come.  He is a stuffed toy kitty.”

Brandon hugged Tiger close. “Yes!  He's the best one ever.     

He can’t wait for you to read to both of us.” 
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Name: ___________________

Where's Tiger?
By Guy Belleranti

1.   When Brandon tells Nick about his kitty, Tiger, 
      what does Nick think Tiger is?

a. a real cat b. a real tiger

c. a toy cat d. a toy dog  

 
2.  Brandon can't find Tiger.  What three things does Nick suggest to
     help Brandon find Tiger? 

     1. ____________________________________________________________

     2. ____________________________________________________________

     3. ____________________________________________________________
     

3.  Tiger doesn't crawl, run, or come.  What does he do? 

     ________________________________________________________________
 

4.   What does Brandon ask for at the end of the story?
 

     _____________________________________________________________
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Name: ___________________

  Where's Tiger?
By Guy Belleranti

Draw lines to match the words from the story
with their meanings. 

1.  blanket a. move around on your 
hands and knees

2.  cousin b.     a cupboard where 
clothing is stored 

3.  crawl c. a large piece of cloth you
use to keep warm or to 
sleep with

4.  bedroom d. sound a cat makes 

5.  closet e. a room where you sleep  

6.  meow f. your aunt or uncle's child
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Name: ___________________

Where's Tiger?
By Guy Belleranti

In the story, “Where's Tiger?” Brandon introduces Nick
to his stuffed kitty, Tiger. 

Do you have a favorite stuffed animal? 
Describe it on the lines below. 

Write about one special memory you have of your
favorite stuffed animal. 

/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
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ANSWER KEY 
     Where's Tiger?

By Guy Belleranti

1.   When Brandon tells Nick about his kitty, Tiger, 
      what does Nick think Tiger is?  a

a. a real cat b. a real tiger

c. a toy cat d. a toy dog  

 
2.  Brandon can't find Tiger.  What three things does Nick suggest to
     help Brandon find Tiger? 

     1.  Nick suggests maybe Tiger crawled under the bed. 

     2.  Nick suggests maybe Tiger ran into the closet. 

     3.  Nick suggests calling Tiger and maybe he will come. 
     

3.  Tiger doesn't crawl, run, or come.  What does he do? 

     Tiger reads. 
 

4.   What does Brandon ask for at the end of the story?

Brandon asks Nick to read him and Tiger a story. 
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ANSWER KEY

Where's Tiger?
By Guy Belleranti

Draw lines to match the words from the story
with their meanings. 

1.  blanket a. move around on your 
hands and knees

2.  cousin b.     a cupboard where 
clothing is stored 

3.  crawl c. a large piece of cloth you
use to keep warm or to 
sleep with

4.  bedroom d. sound a cat makes 

5.  closet e. a room where you sleep

6.  meow f. your aunt or uncle's child
  

                                                   LD
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